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ABSTRACT

Fair-weather data from the May–June 2002 International H2O Project (IHOP_2002) 46-km eastern flight track in southeast Kansas are compared to simulations using the advanced research version of the Weather Research and Forecasting model coupled to the Noah land surface model (LSM), to gain insight into how the surface influences convective boundary layer (CBL) fluxes and structure, and to evaluate the success of the modeling system in representing CBL structure and evolution. This offers a unique look at the capability of the model on scales the length of the flight track (46 km) and smaller under relatively uncomplicated meteorological conditions.

It is found that the modeled sensible heat flux $H$ is significantly larger than observed, while the latent heat flux (LE) is much closer to observations. The slope of the best-fit line $\Delta LE/\Delta H$ to a plot of LE as a function of $H$, an indicator of horizontal variation in available energy $H + LE$, for the data along the flight track, was shallower than observed. In a previous study of the IHOP_2002 western track, similar results were explained by too small a value of the parameter $C$ in the Zilitinkevich equation used in the Noah LSM to compute the roughness length for heat and moisture flux from the roughness length for momentum, which is supplied in an input table; evidence is presented that this is true for the eastern track as well. The horizontal variability in modeled fluxes follows the soil moisture pattern rather than vegetation type, as is observed; because the input land use map does not capture the observed variation in vegetation. The observed westward rise in CBL depth is successfully modeled for 3 of the 4 days, but the actual depths are too high, largely because modeled $H$ is too high. The model reproduces the timing of observed cumulus cloudiness for 3 of the 4 days. Modeled clouds lead to departures from the typical clear-sky straight line relating surface $H$ to LE for a given model time, making them easy to detect. With spatial filtering, a straight slope line can be recovered. Similarly, larger filter lengths are needed to produce a stable slope for observed fluxes when there are clouds than for clear skies.

1. Introduction

This paper the first part of a two-part series that uses a combination of numerical simulations and observations of the fair-weather convective boundary layer (CBL) to explore the relationship of surface heterogeneity and associated fluxes (W m$^{-2}$) of sensible heat
$H$ and latent heat $LE$, to CBL potential temperature $\Theta$ (K), mixing ratio $Q$ (g kg$^{-1}$), depth, and circulations on scales from 1 to 100 km. At the same time, we evaluate the numerical simulations and the data. In this part, we focus on the impact of surface heterogeneity on horizontal variability in the CBL along a 46-km flight track (the “eastern track,” in Fig. 1) in southeastern Kansas. In LeMone et al. (2010, hereafter Part II), we focus on $\sim$1–100-km CBL structure in the region around the eastern track. The data were collected using aircraft, surface flux towers, and radar wind profilers, during May–June 2002, as part of the International H2O Project (IHOP_2002; Weckwerth et al. 2004). The eastern track is characterized by a mix of mostly grassland and winter wheat, with trees bordering many fields and waterways. The track extends across the eastern side of the Walnut River watershed southeast of Wichita and into the watershed to the east. The numerical simulations are done with the coupled Advanced Research Weather Research and Forecasting modeling system (ARW-WRF; Skamarock et al. 2005), initialized using the High-Resolution Land Data Assimilation System (HRLDAS; Chen et al. 2007), and coupled to the Noah land surface model (LSM; Ek et al. 2003).

The goal of IHOP_2002 is to improve prediction of continental warm-season precipitation in numerical weather prediction models by improving the measurement and use of water vapor data, and by improving representation of the evolution of water vapor in numerical weather prediction models. Land surface processes are emphasized because of their importance in the initiation and evolution of precipitating convection, both through the creation of upwelling regions favorable for storm formation and through destabilization through enhanced CBL growth (e.g., Anthes 1984; Segal et al. 1988; Pielke et al. 1991; Chen et al. 2001; Trier et al. 2004).

The relationship of the surface vegetation and soil moisture to the surface sensible and latent heat fluxes in the Southern Great Plains (SGP) has been studied extensively using data especially from the SGP Atmospheric Radiation Measurements (ARM) Cloud and Radiation Test bed (CART; Stokes and Schwartz 1994) and the four First International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project (ISLSCP) Flux Experiment (FIFE; Sellers et al. 1992), and SGP-97 (more information is available online at http://hydrolab.arsusda.gov/sgp97/). In the mid-1990s, a group of scientists organized the Cooperative Atmosphere-Surface Exchange Study (CASES; LeMone et al. 2000, Yates et al. 2001) to focus on land surface interaction in the Walnut River basin in southeastern Kansas, which includes the eastern track. Examples of flux–surface relationship studies along the eastern track include Chen et al. (2003), LeMone et al. (2003), Grossman et al. (2005), and LeMone et al. (2007b), while the match of observed fluxes to offline HRLDAS results was discussed in LeMone et al. (2007b, eastern track), and LeMone et al. (2008, western track).

The relationship of surface properties to CBL evolution for this region has been studied using other datasets or on larger scales. Santanello et al. (2007) used data from the ARM-CART site in central Oklahoma and a 1D surface-CBL model to show how surface properties at a point affect CBL growth at a point. Desai et al. (2006) and Reen et al. (2006) demonstrated the impact of soil moisture on the horizontal distribution of CBL depth in the SGP, using an idealized model, a mesoscale model, and aircraft and surface observations from SGP-97. Couvreux et al. (2009) used IHOP_2002 data, an idealized model, and MM5 simulations to look at the role of surface properties, advection, and CBL growth on the horizontal variability, looking at local and regional changes on scales up to hundreds of kilometers.

This work complements the earlier work by simultaneously focusing on scales larger than a point but smaller than $\sim$50 km (defined by the length of the eastern track) and focusing on fair weather, using detailed comparisons of model results to observations. The grid spacing needed for focusing on such small scales (1 km) is certainly smaller than optimum (e.g., Wyngaard et al. 1998; Wyngaard 2004). However, ARW-WRF is routinely run at high resolution (1–4-km grid spacing) for numerous applications, and some authors (e.g., Davis et al. 2008) report improvements in results down to 1-km grid spacing; this work provides additional experience in examining the performance of ARW-WRF at these high resolutions. In addition, we extend the CASES work from a simple examination of surface influence on surface fluxes, to surface influence on the CBL. Restricting ourselves to fair-weather days allows a focus on surface layer fluxes and boundary layer structure without the complications of precipitating convection. In our comparisons, we address both uncertainties in the observations and model shortcomings. The data and results discussed herein and in Part II are being used to evaluate and improve the Noah LSM and the performance of the ARW-WRF model in representing fair-weather CBL structure and evolution. We look at 4 days, rather than one, to see what patterns emerge despite different synoptic situations and soil moisture and soil temperature distributions. To be sure, restricting ourselves to one geographic region has its disadvantages as well as advantages, but this is only part of a larger effort to determine the influence of surface processes on convective storm initiation and development.
FIG. 1. Eastern track, instrumentation, and land use. (top) Instrumentation superimposed on terrain (contour interval = 20 m) in the Walnut River watershed in southeast Kansas. Thick lines: outline of watershed, the Walnut River, and its tributaries. Within watershed: shading = grassland; no shading = mostly cropland. Thick dashed line: eastern flight track. Partial triangle (fine solid line) connects the three ABLE radar wind profilers at Oxford (OXF; 37.27°N, 97.10°W); Beaumont (BEA; 37.63°N, 96.54°W), and Whitewater [not shown, but on the NW vertex of the triangle at 37.84°N, 97.19°W or 63 km NNW (azimuth 350°) of OXF]. (bottom) 30-m grid land use from National Land Cover Data (see online at http://landcover.usgs.gov), with flight track. In legend, “Dens” = “density” and “Res” = “residential.”
In this part, we assess the performance of HRLDAS (an offline version of the Noah LSM, hereafter referred to as “offline” or “offline Noah LSM” in comparisons) and the Noah LSM coupled to ARW-WRF, in simulating the variability in surface fluxes, as well as ARW-WRF in simulating the spatial and temporal variability of the CBL along the eastern track. We look at the impacts of measurement uncertainty as well as model input and physics on the discrepancies. Data collection and analysis are discussed in section 2, with model runs and analysis of results summarized in section 3. The results and conclusions are summarized in sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2. Data collection and analysis

Figure 1 shows the eastern track, surrounding instrumentation, and surface cover. Surface data, at the numbered sites, were collected from 10 May to 25 June 2002; the aircraft data (Table 1) are for four fair-weather days with scattered clouds or clear skies: 30 May, and 17, 20, and 22 June. Radar wind profiler data (at the sites labeled BEA and OXF and a third site at the northwestern vertex of the outlined triangle) were being collected routinely as a part of the Argonne Boundary Layer Experiments (ABLE) facility (ABLE is no longer operating; however, the data are available online at http://gonzalo.er.anl.gov/ABLE; Klazura et al. 2006). Land use is shown in detail in the lower half of the figure; with grasslands shaded within the Walnut River watershed in the upper half. From the figure, the area surrounding the eastern part of the eastern track, as well as the region to the south, is primarily grassland, with crops (mainly winter wheat) becoming increasingly prevalent toward the west. The winter wheat was senescent along the flight track by 30 May, and it was harvested by 17 June. The dominant soil type in the region is silty clay loam (Soil Survey Geographic Database, more information is available online at http://dbwww.essc.psu.edu/dbtop/doc/statsgo/statsgo_info.html; see Fig. 2), consistent with the observed near-surface soil type at the IHOP_2002 surface sites.

a. Surface data

Eddy-correlation fluxes and meteorological data were measured at three National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) sites located at positions 7, 8, and 9 along the eastern track (Fig. 1), as described in LeMone et al. (2007a). All three sites were located on grassland. Because of frequent wetting and associated problems with the water vapor sensors at these sites, latent heat flux (LE) is estimated as a residual from the surface energy budget. Actual LE is available for 20 and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>No. of legs low (avg height range, m AGL)</th>
<th>No. of legs middle (avg height range, m AGL)</th>
<th>No. of legs high (avg height range, m AGL)</th>
<th>Days after last rain</th>
<th>Avg. wind for “low” legs (direction/speed, 8/m s)</th>
<th>Clouds from aircraft observations (satellite images)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 May 2002</td>
<td>8 (62-79)</td>
<td>6 (5974-743)</td>
<td>5 (545.65)</td>
<td>6 (752-897)</td>
<td>1592/3.9</td>
<td>Scattered Cu humulis in streets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Jun 2002</td>
<td>6 (62-79)</td>
<td>5 (545.65)</td>
<td>5 (545.65)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1240/7.7</td>
<td>Scattered Cu humulis in streets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Jun 2002</td>
<td>5 (62-66)</td>
<td>6 (151-408)</td>
<td>6 (151-408)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1250/5.3</td>
<td>Scattered Cu humulis in streets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Jun 2002</td>
<td>10 (56-67)</td>
<td>5 (545.65)</td>
<td>10 (56-67)</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>1799/4</td>
<td>Scattered Cu humulis in streets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 9 May, 3 days after light (<5 mm) rain on 27 May, 3 days after 5-10 mm event, 5.5 days after 9-20 mm, 6 days after 18-85 mm rainfall, other significant event ended 0545 UTC
22 June, but it could be slightly low. On days with bad (unrealistically low) LE, sonic temperature corrections for water vapor effects are also too low, leading to overestimates of up to 10%–15% (LeMone et al. 2007a). When the humidity instruments worked, these authors estimate that the surface energy budget balances to within 8%–20% of $R_{\text{net}}$ ($\text{W m}^{-2}$), the net radiation. No fluxes are available at site 7 on 30 May. For soil moisture, we use the Campbell Scientific CS-615 measurements taken continuously at 20.05 m at each site, as well as manual measurements taken with a TRIME time-domain reflectometry (TDR) probe inserted into the soil at a 45° angle.

b. Aircraft data

Aircraft data (Table 1) were collected using the University of Wyoming King Air gust-probe aircraft during four IHOP_2002 boundary layer heterogeneity (BLH) missions. Each mission consisted of repeated straight and level flight legs along the eastern track, with occasional soundings to check mixed-layer (near-constant $\Theta$) depth. At least five legs were flown at 60–70 m above ground level (AGL), with at least one higher-altitude interval represented. We attempted to keep the higher legs at a constant fraction of the CBL depth. All four days experienced fair weather, with few clouds and wind from approximately south-southwest to southeast at speeds from 3.9 to 9.4 m s$^{-1}$ at ~65 m AGL. The last rainfall was at least two days previous. The eastern track has the greenest and densest vegetation [highest normalized differential vegetation index (NDVI), see Fig. 4 in LeMone et al. 2007a], and the coolest radiometric surface temperature $T_s$ (K) of the three BLH tracks flown during IHOP_2002 (LeMone et al. 2007b compare the eastern and western track in their Table 1 and notes that the central track has intermediate characteristics).

The King Air instrumentation is described in detail in LeMone et al. (2007a,b). Aircraft-relative winds were measured by a Rosemount 858AJ/1332 differential pressure gust-probe system. Aircraft position and motion relative to the ground were measured by a Honeywell Laseref SM inertial navigation system and corrected using GPS to within 100 m horizontally. Aircraft altitude was based on a King KRA5 radio altimeter for heights below 610 m; and an APN159 radar altimeter for heights above 610 m. Water vapor densities from the LiCor 6262 gas analyzer and a Lyman-α instrument from NCAR were used to estimate $Q$. Both instruments were used in estimates of fluxes; but the Lyman $\alpha$ was used for means, since it is referenced to an EG&G chilled-mirror dewpointer. A downward-looking Heiman KT-19.85 radiometer measured $T_s$; while the potential temperature $\theta$ was calculated from the pressure from a Rosemount 1201 sensor and air temperature measured from a fast-response reverse-flow platinum resistance thermometer built at the University of Wyoming. Data were recorded at 25 Hz.

Fluxes from the aircraft are based on fluctuations relative to flight leg linear trends, following LeMone

---

**Table 2.** Average fractional standard error ($S_e$) for overlapping 4-km-averaged fluxes, based on averages of the standard errors at each point along the grand-average leg.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>No. of legs</th>
<th>$S_e(H)/H$</th>
<th>$S_e(LE)/LE$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 May</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Jun</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Jun</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Jun</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 2.** (top) Soil type and (bottom) vegetation type for inner domain (d03). Soils near the eastern track (shown as solid line): 8 = silty clay loam, 4 = silt loam; elsewhere in figure: 1 = sand, 2 = loamy sand, 3 = sandy loam, 6 = loam, 7 = sandy clay loam, 9 = clay loam, 10 = sandy clay, 11 = silty clay, 12 = clay, 13 = organic material, and 14 = water. For vegetation, near the eastern track: 10 = grasslands, 12 = croplands, 13 = urban, 17 = water; other vegetation in figure: 4 = deciduous broadleaf forests. The triangle in both (top) and (bottom) connects the locations of the three radar wind profilers.
et al. (2008), with 4-km averages at 1-km intervals for comparison to surface and model fluxes, and 1-km averages for looking at the impact of filtering on the slope $\Delta LE/\Delta H$ from an $H$ versus LE plot for estimates along the grand-average flight track (to be discussed below). Including fluctuations out to flight leg scale leads to increased uncertainty due to inclusion of the larger-scale fluxes, but provides values that should match both LSM-based fluxes and surface observations if both aircraft and surface sensors sample the dominant land-use types (grassland and winter wheat; Fig. 1).

The average fractional standard error for the 4-km-averaged aircraft fluxes in Table 2 is of the order of 10% for 3 of the 4 days, with higher values associated with fewer legs. The relative size of the numbers and magnitudes is similar to the estimates of the fractional random error $\sigma^*(F)$ in Alfieri et al. (2009), which are based on Mann and Lenschow (1994). In spite of the various sources of bias and uncertainty, aircraft $H$ extrapolated to the surface from aircraft-derived profiles was only $\sim$10% lower than surface measurements; while aircraft-based LE extrapolated to the surface is 5% (the three June days) to 15% (30 May) higher than surface measurements.

c. **Radar wind profiler data**

The radar (915 MHz) wind profilers at Beaumont and Oxford, Kansas (Fig. 1), were used to obtain CBL depth. These radars sense inhomogeneities in the clear-air refractive index, which are due mainly to variations in the water vapor density. The vertical resolution of the profiler data is on the order of 60 m. CBL depth was defined as the center height of the gate just below the maximum signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio drop-off rate with height (Coulter and Holdridge 1998).

d. **Wyoming Cloud Radar data**

The Wyoming Cloud Radar (WCR) was used to estimate CBL depth along the flight track. The WCR is a 3-mm (95 GHz) multiantenna Doppler radar (Pazmany et al. 1994). During IHOP_2002, the radar’s two antennas looked vertically up and down from the aircraft. The vertical resolution was $\sim$30 m, and the nearest reliable gates were centered 120 m below and 105 m above the aircraft, resulting in a 225-m “blind” zone approximately centered on the aircraft. Echo strength is measured in terms of equivalent reflectivity, which is derived.
from power under the assumption that the scatterers (insects in this case) are spherical water droplets.

The WCR CBL depth \(z_{i_{WCR}}\) was determined from the reflectivity above plumes (Miao et al. 2006) after vertical (3 gates or 45 m) and horizontal (10 s or ~830 m) smoothing. Usually, \(z_{i_{WCR}}\) was found from the upward-looking beam, and defined as where the range-corrected reflectivity reaches a minimum—between the drop-off at plume top and the increase in reflectivity due to range-corrected noise. For the downward-looking beam, \(z_{i_{WCR}}\) was taken as the height of an arbitrary reflectivity value ranging between 28 and 26 dBZ. This level is characterized by a large reflectivity gradient. Since the scatterers are small insects trying to fly downward, reflectivity becomes small between plumes and CBL depth is often not detectable there (Geerts and Miao 2005).

To determine spatial trends in \(z_{i_{WCR}}\), values were plotted as a function of longitude for each flight leg and fitted to a least squares straight line. The best-fit line for each leg was used to determine \(z_{i_{WCR}}\) at the leg end points and these were assigned the leg center times. Least squares best-fit lines were then determined for the resulting two \(z_{i_{WCR}}\) time series. The equations for these two lines were then used to obtain the leg-end CBL depths at 1830 UTC, which is close to the center time for the flight mission.

### 3. ARW-WRF runs

#### a. The control simulation

The ARW-WRF model is nonhydrostatic and compressible, with a mass coordinate system (Skamarock et al. 2005). We integrated ARW-WRF version 2.1.2 over the three nested domains shown in Fig. 3. The grid spacings (number of points) for these three domains are 9 km (2373201), 3 km (280229), and 1 km (391289), respectively. The vertical grid contains 30 full sigma levels from the surface to 50 hPa, of which the lowest 8 levels are below 1 km AGL in order to have finer resolution in the CBL, with the lowest level at 28 m AGL. A 24-h simulation starting at 1200 UTC was conducted for the 4 days the aircraft flew (Table 1), with the initial and boundary conditions from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) 6-hourly Eta Data Assimilation System (EDAS) on a 40-km grid.

The physical parameterizations used include a bulk microphysics scheme based on Lin et al. (1983), the Dudhia (1989) shortwave radiation scheme, the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) longwave parameterization scheme (Mlawer et al. 1997), the Yonsei University (YSU) PBL scheme (Hong et al. 2006), and the Noah LSM (Chen and Dudhia 2001; Ek et al. 2003). The Noah LSM has a single vegetation canopy layer and

### Table 3. Sensitivity of inner-domain-averaged CBL depth \(h_{WRF}\) to horizontal grid spacing, surface perturbations, filtering, and domain depth, for idealized runs based on 20 Jun input data at 37.4188°N, 96.6472°W. Runs use ARW-WRF V3, with uniform vegetation (grassland) and soil texture (silty clay loam); initial \(T_s\) and/or volumetric soil moisture varied using random perturbations. “Filt” refers to the Knievel et al. (2007) filter used in ARW-WRF to damp out unresolved motions; “Nest” refers to whether the finest resolution was a result of nesting. \(Y = “yes;\) N = “no.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Surface grid spacing (km)</th>
<th>Atmospheric grid spacing (km)</th>
<th>Domain top (km)</th>
<th>Filt</th>
<th>Nest</th>
<th>(h_{WRF}) 1800 UTC (km)</th>
<th>(h_{WRF}) 2100 UTC (km)</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1NF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>Weak cellular 1800 UTC, Weak rolls 2100 UTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>No CBL convective structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>No CBL convective structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>No CBL convective structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>No CBL convective structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>Irregular, 50-km roll-like structure at CBL top, 1800–2100 UTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>Rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS1NF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>Rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>Rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS0.5s</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>Rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS0.5NFs</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>Cellular convection by 2100 UTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSmix1_0.5s</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>Rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSmix1_0.33NFs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>Rolls, cells to north</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsmix1_0_2s</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>Rolls 1600 UTC but mostly cellular after</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsmix2_0.5sNF</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>Rolls</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
predicts volumetric soil moisture and temperature in four soil layers. The depths of the individual soil layers are sequentially 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, and 1.0 m. The root zone is contained in the upper 1 m (top 3 layers) and its depth depends on vegetation type.

In the control simulation, the Noah LSM was initialized using volumetric soil moisture and temperature profiles and skin temperatures obtained from HRLDAS (Chen et al. 2007), which is a version of the Noah LSM run offline but on the same nested grid for an 18-month spinup period ending at the initialization time of each simulation (here, runs start on 1 January 2001). This land surface initialization uses a variety of observed and analyzed conditions including 1) National Weather Service (NWS) Office of Hydrology stage 4 rainfall data on a 4-km national grid (Fulton et al. 1998); 2) 0.5° hourly downward solar radiation derived from the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite-8 and -9 (GOES-8 and GOES-9) as described by Pinker et al. (2002); 3) near-surface atmospheric temperature, humidity, wind, downward longwave radiation, and surface pressure from 3-hourly NCEP EDAS analyses; 4) a land-use characteristics table based on the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS; Fig. 2) from the Boston University Department of Geography (more information is available online at http://www-modis.bu.edu/landcover/), rather than the default 1-km horizontal resolution U.S. Geological Survey 24-category land-use table; 5) 1-km horizontal resolution Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO, formerly STATSGO) database soil texture maps (Fig. 2); and 6) 0.15° monthly satellite-derived green vegetation fraction based on 5-yr averages (Gutman and Ignatov 1997).

The choice of 1 km for the inner grid reflects the desire to capture as much as possible the observed horizontal variability in surface properties as well as to resolve the mesoscale eddies (10 km and greater) that are the subject of Part II; the choice of the YSU scheme
was arbitrary. It is recognized that PBL schemes like the YSU scheme were designed for larger grid spacing. However, in ARW-WRF hurricane simulations using the YSU PBL scheme, Davis et al. (2008) found ARW-WRF to perform better with a 1.33-km grid than a 4-km grid. Similarly, Y. Chen et al. (2008, personal communication) continued to have good results with YSU in ARW-WRF when they extended their simulations of an idealized hurricane down to 555-m horizontal grid spacing (W. Wang 2009, personal communication).

b. Sensitivity tests

Several additional runs (Table 3) were conducted using the public release version of ARW-WRF version 3 (V3) with the same physics schemes to assess effects of atmosphere- and surface-grid spacing, lower boundary conditions, domain depth, and filtering on CBL growth and convective structure. The domain (Fig. 3), centered at 37.4188°N, 96.6472°W, varied with size according to the grid spacing. Initial conditions on the ARW-WRF grid were set equal to the values at the central point. Initial volumetric soil moisture and/or $T_s$ were then perturbed randomly using a uniform distribution with a range of $\pm 0.02$ for volumetric soil moisture and $\pm 0.01$ K for $T_s$, relative to the mean. Because input data were based on only one point, winds had to be determined using an option in ARW-WRF that maintains the geostrophic part with an implicit pressure gradient, with only the ageostrophic component responding to the Coriolis acceleration. In the table, the runs are defined according to surface grid spacing, atmosphere grid spacing,1 domain top, presence of the default Knievel et al. (2007) filter in this version of ARW-WRF (the control runs did not use the Knievel filter), and what surface variables were perturbed. In some of the higher-resolution idealized runs, an inner grid is used (not shown in Fig. 3).

c. Processing of model output

The control run output analyzed was hourly and for the 1-km grid. To optimize comparison with fluxes along the eastern track, LSM values were time averaged and filtered to correspond to the same horizontal scale and time interval as the filtered aircraft fluxes. Because of the east-northeast–west-southwest orientation of the eastern track, the 1-km Cartesian grid points did not correspond exactly to the 1-km points along the track. This resulted in more than one model point being assigned to a given observation point at some longitudes. These duplicate points were averaged, and then a 4-point filter was applied. Since a 1-km east–west
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TABLE 4. Comparison of observed to modeled surface fluxes. Surface (subscript 0) values are found by assuming the fractional change between the flight level and the surface is the same as for the aircraft profiles of $H$ and LE LiCor (for both LiCor and Lyman $\alpha$) interpolated to 1830 UTC. Li = LiCor; Ly = Lyman $\alpha$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>$H$</th>
<th>$H_0$</th>
<th>LE Li/Ly</th>
<th>LE$_0$ Li/Ly</th>
<th>$H_0$ + LE$_0$ Li/Ly</th>
<th>$\Delta$LE/$\Delta H$* Li/Ly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 May</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>358/324</td>
<td>341/309</td>
<td>423/391</td>
<td>$-2.6/2.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah LSM offline</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>641</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-1.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah LSM coupled</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>578</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-2.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 June</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>387/365</td>
<td>366/345</td>
<td>465/444</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah LSM offline</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>621</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-1.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah LSM coupled</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>619</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-1.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 June</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>426/404</td>
<td>370/352</td>
<td>445/427</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah LSM offline</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>576</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah LSM coupled</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>587</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 June</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>428/406</td>
<td>382/372</td>
<td>481/470</td>
<td>$-2.08/-2.00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah LSM offline</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>594</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah LSM coupled</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>586</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-1.1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Slopes for Noah LSM: used running 10-point average for coupled days with clouds (20 and 22 June) to filter out clouds; slopes for clear days or offline do not depend on filter. For observations: slopes apply to data filtered with 10-km running mean. Because of scatter in slope-vs-filter-length plots, slope is average for 9–11-km values for 22 June; slope data interpolated to 10 km for 30 May after drawing a smooth line through the data.
distance in the model corresponded to 1.1 km along
the flight track, this led to a roughly 4.4-km smoothing.
The duplicate points had little effect on the leg means, so
they were computed directly from the model grid points
along the flight track.

The YSU PBL top in ARW-WRF (h_{WRF}), available as
standard output, is defined as the height $z$ at which the
virtual potential temperature difference ($\Theta_v + 1 \frac{K}{L}$)_{level 1} − $\Theta_v(z) = 0$. It follows that $h_{WRF}$ lies between the grid points
in the vertical. At the expected range of CBL depths
around noon (1–2 km AGL), the vertical grid spacing is
between 200 and 300 m. Values were extracted along the
flight track for direct comparison with observed data. For
the sensitivity runs, the CBL top was averaged over the
innermost domain to avoid localized changes associated
with large eddies.

4. Results

a. Low-level fluxes along the flight track

Figure 4 and Table 4 indicate that model $H$ values
have a significant high bias. Both coupled and uncoupled
Noah LSM runs overestimate $H$ by about a factor of
2 for the dry-down sequence in June (Table 1). Modeled
LE values are closer to observed, but still slightly large,
resulting in a horizontally averaged available energy ($H + LE$) between 100 and 150 W m$^{-2}$ higher than
observed. For 30 May, the discrepancies are larger but
with a similar pattern, with modeled LE values closer to
observations than the $H$ values.

While both the coupled and uncoupled Noah LSM runs
show $H$ (LE) consistently increasing (decreasing) westward in both coupled and offline runs, the observations
show large excursions on the $\sim 10-15$-km scale, especially
for LE, with little evidence of an east–west trend. This is
also true for 17 and 20 June, which have similar observed
and modeled patterns (not shown). LeMone et al. (2007b)
found that observed $H$ and LE respond strongly to NDVI
and $T_s$, which were strongly correlated with vegetation
type along the flight track. In contrast, Desai et al. (2006)
found buoyancy fluxes better correlated with soil moisture
along a north-northeast–south-southeast flight track across
Oklahoma and Kansas during SGP-97.

Because the diversity in land cover along the track was
lost in the aggregation process used to generate the model
input tables (cf. Figs. 1 and 2), the observed vegetation-
related changes could not be captured by the Noah LSM.
Model input soil texture is nearly uniform along the eastern track as well (Fig. 2). Thus, modeled $H$ and LE trends follow the modeled volumetric soil moisture trend in the model (Fig. 5): comparing Figs. 4 and 5, we see that the 30 May LE ($H$) rises (falls) toward the east with the rise in volumetric soil moisture; while on 22 June a bump in soil moisture at the center of the track leads to a corresponding $H$ minimum and LE maximum superimposed on the east–west trend for the offline run. Since most of the points along the flight track, including those with high soil moisture, have the same soil type and vegetation cover, we suspect the bump is due to a local maximum in the measured precipitation used as input into HRLDAS.

From Fig. 5, the Noah LSM volumetric soil moisture values are lower than those observed. This is due at least in part to low stage IV rainfall estimates used in HRLDAS (Chen et al. 2007), as pointed out in LeMone et al. (2007b). It is difficult to draw any conclusions regarding horizontal patterns beyond a general moistening toward the east: the observations are too sparse to capture the soil moisture maximum for the coupled run, the two sets of soil moisture measurements on 30 May differ from one another, and the TRIME measurements show considerable scatter.

b. The slope $\Delta LE/\Delta H$

For days with few or no clouds and large horizontal variability in $H$ and LE, plots of time-averaged LE as a function of time-averaged $H$ for a given area tend to fall on a straight line with a negative slope. The amount of scatter about the line provides a measure of the quality of the sample (LeMone et al. 2003). The slope of the line is a measure of both the relative amplitudes of $H$ and LE horizontal variability (LeMone et al. 2008) and the horizontal variation of available energy $H + \text{LE} = R_{\text{net}} - G$, where $R_{\text{net}}$ is the net radiation, and $G$ is the flux into the soil (Alfieri et al. 2009). As illustrated by Fig. 6, points on $H$ versus LE plots from the Noah LSM run offline (as well as coupled for clear skies) typically fall on almost perfect straight lines for the eastern track, with negative slopes, consistent with the association of large $H$ with small LE and vice versa.

From Table 4, the model-produced slopes are too shallow compared to observations, an indication that the ratio of the model versus observed amplitudes of $H$ and LE variability varies with the ratio of their averages. Unfortunately, the data were sufficiently good (small enough measurement uncertainty, large enough horizontal variability in $H$ and LE; LeMone et al. 2003) to define a slope only for 30 May and 22 June, the days with the largest samples; these conditions were not satisfied on 17 and 20 June. The ability to produce a slope is a stringent test, however: $H$ and LE patterns on 17 and 20 June were similar to those on 30 May and 22 June, which in turn related to surface cover, $T_s$, and NDVI (LeMone et al. 2007b).

c. Origins of the discrepancies

To see whether discrepancies in $H$, LE, and $\Delta LE/\Delta H$ were related to the underestimates in soil moisture, we ran the Noah LSM offline for 30 May with soil moisture more like that observed (Fig. 5, triangles), for the grid points along the eastern track. Increasing soil moisture values lowered $H$ by only $\sim50$ W m$^{-2}$, but raised LE by $100-150$ W m$^{-2}$ to artificially high values, and changed $\Delta LE/\Delta H$ only slightly, from $-1.26$ (Fig. 6) to $-1.32$.

An alternate explanation for the too-shallow modeled slope, based on the similarity of these discrepancies to
those for 29 May on the western track, is that the default coefficient $C = 0.1$ (used here) in the Zilitinkevich (1995) equation relating the roughness lengths for heat and momentum in the Noah LSM may be too small (LeMone et al. 2008). They found that raising $C$ from its default value of 0.1 to 0.5 produced a good match for $H$, $LE$, $H_1$, and $D_{LE}/D_{H}$. Using data from IHOP_2002, Gutmann (2008) used an inverse-modeling exercise to deduce values of $C$ between 0.17 and 0.99.

We can get a rough estimate of $C$ along the eastern track for 17–22 June using the Zilitinkevich equation in the Noah LSM, namely:

$$z_0H = z_{0M} \exp \left( -kC \sqrt{\frac{u_* z_{0M}}{v}} \right),$$

where $z_0H$ and $z_{0M}$ are respectively the grid-scale roughness lengths for heat and momentum, $u_*$ is the grid-scale friction velocity, $k = 0.4$ is the von Kármán constant, $v$ is the kinematic molecular viscosity of air ($\sim 1.5 \times 10^{-5} \text{ m}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$), and $C$ is an empirical coefficient, normally set to 0.1 based on comparing model results and field data (Chen et al. 1997). In (1), we use the aircraft-based regional (eastern track average) roughness values to be consistent with the default model roughness length for grass (0.12 m) and evidence that the model “sees” regional momentum fluxes (Strassberg et al. 2008, who note that the “regional” fluxes respond not only to grass, but to trees, houses, etc.) We use $z_{0M}$ (0.14 m) and regional $u_*$ values from Strassberg et al. (2008). To obtain $z_{0H}$, we apply (19) from Beljaars and Holtslag (1991, hereafter BH91), using local heat and momentum roughness length values $z_{0h}$ and $z_{0m}$ based on data from the surface flux towers (sited in this case such that fluxes respond to grasses), the Strassberg et al. value of $z_{0m}$, and an estimate of blending height from (16) in BH91 with the distance to the nearest obstacle $L_x = 200$ m. Using the range of $z_{0h}$ values obtained from the surface sites and $z_{0m} = 0.02$ m in the BH91 equation (for a complete list of momentum roughness lengths derived from surface-site data, see online at http://www.eol.ucar.edu/rtf/projects/ihop_2002/isff/), we obtain values of $z_{0H}$ from $7 \times 10^{-3}$ to $1 \times 10^{-2}$ m. From (1), this corresponds to a $C$ value between 0.27 and 0.59. Using the blending heights derived from Strassberg et al. with the other values staying the same yields $C$ values ranging from 0.33 to 0.68.

d. Time variation of fluxes

Figure 7 compares diurnal variation of observed surface $H$ and $LE$ to coupled and offline model values, for 30 May and 22 June. The model overestimates of $H$ and to a lesser degree $LE$ seen in Fig. 4 persist through the morning. However, by about 2000 UTC, observed $LE$ found as a residual from the surface energy budget agrees better with modeled $LE$, and observed and modeled $H$ start to approach each other. Measured $LE$,
available for sites 8 and 9 on 22 June, remains lower than the model values. By 2400 UTC, the offline value of $H$ becomes significantly negative. LeMone et al. (2008) associated the exaggerated $H$ from morning to early afternoon with too low a value of $C$ and the negative value at 2400 UTC with a half-hour offset in the input solar radiation so that sunset was a half-hour too early.2

e. Convective boundary layer depth

Figures 8 and 9 show the CBL depth as a function of time and longitude, respectively, based on observations and ARW-WRF. As noted in the foregoing, the wind profiler CBL depth $z_{\text{i, Prof}}$ is based on an algorithm that identifies the CBL top as immediately beneath the maximum vertical SNR gradient, which typically occurs in the middle of the transition layer between the CBL and the free atmosphere; the WCR CBL depth $z_{\text{i, WCR}}$ is based on the insect-echo SNR dropoff; and the aircraft-sounding CBL depth is the mixed-layer depth $h_{KA}$. The aircraft soundings (Fig. 10) show that the differences between $h_{KA}$ and $z_{\text{i, Prof}}$ are related to the depth of the transition layer, with the smallest differences corresponding to the shallow transition layer on 17 June, and the largest differences corresponding to the deep transition layer on 22 June (Fig. 9).

The relationship of $z_{\text{i, WCR}}$ to $h_{KA}$ and $z_{\text{i, Prof}}$ is a function of CBL depth, with more consistent estimates for shallower CBLs, suggesting a relationship to how high the insects typically penetrate. On 30 May ($z_{\text{i}}$ ~ 900 m at the center of the track at 1830 UTC, Table 1), $z_{\text{i, WCR}} = z_{\text{i, Prof}}$ and $z_{\text{i, WCR}} > h_{KA}$ (lines, Fig. 9), as expected if insect plumes, like buoyant plumes, penetrate beyond the mean mixed-layer top. Likewise, the WCR provided accurate estimates of the ~1-km CBL depths along the IHOP_2002 western track on 29 May (Miao et al. 2006). However, $z_{\text{i, WCR}} < h_{KA}$ on 17 and 20 June (leg-center CBL depth at 1830 UTC ~ 1250 m, Table 1), and the WCR signal is too weak on 22 June (leg-center CBL depth at 1830 UTC ~ 1260 m) to estimate $z_{\text{i, WCR}}$.2

2 The solar radiation data used as input for HRLDAS are advertised as having a 15-min offset; HRLDAS code assumes no time offset. For times near noon, even the half-hour offset had little effect in LeMone et al. (2008).
Note that the variability in \( z_{l,WCR} \) and \( h_{KA} \) is considerably larger than that for \( z_{l,Prof} \). The reason is that the first two are nearly instantaneous point measurements, while the profiler effectively averages over \( \sim 6 \) min and a horizontal distance of \( \sim 800 \) m at a 1-km height.

Wind (Table 1) could affect WCR signal strength and thus \( z_{l,WCR} \). The strongest signal and the weakest winds (3.9 m s\(^{-1}\)) of the four IHOP_2002 days were on 30 May, and the weakest signal and the strongest winds (9.4 m s\(^{-1}\)) were on 22 June. Similarly, the IHOP_2002 BLH flight on 29 May has low winds (4.9 m s\(^{-1}\); Miao et al. 2006) and a strong signal. Kusunoki (2002) found fewer echoes over the Kanto plain in Japan with stronger winds in summer, which he linked to a lack of insects. However, other factors are important as well: 20 June had weak winds (5.3 m s\(^{-1}\)) but reflectivity almost as

![Initial aircraft thermodynamic soundings for the four days examined. The indicated \( \Theta \) gradient [1.0K (100m)\(^{-1}\)] is for the transition layer or the depth through which potential temperature and mixing ratio change more abruptly than above or below (denoted by thin lines intersecting the \( \Theta \) profiles).](image)
Jim Wilson (NCAR, 2007, personal communication) found no relationship of insect echo to wind speed during the day over the western track, and suggests that a relationship to wind could be site dependent.

All three observed CBL depth estimates in Fig. 9 show deepening toward the west end of the flight track on all four days, a trend followed in ARW-WRF except for 30 May. In each case, there are superimposed smaller-scale fluctuations in PBL depth, which are associated with kilometer-scale CBL eddies. The east–west trend in
CBL depth is consistent with the modeled upstream (southern) fetch with higher $H$ to the west, which is in turn consistent with drier soils (Figs. 5 and 11) and more winter wheat (senescent and then harvested) to the west (Figs. 1 and 2). In the observations, the $z_{i,WCR}$ trend is consistent with the other two despite values being too low on some days. The association of the deepest CBL with the lowest terrain means that the horizontal variation in the CBL depth relative to mean sea level is less than the terrain variation along the flight track (Fig. 1).

In Figs. 8 and 9, the ARW-WRF CBL depths $h_{WRF}$ are deeper than those observed, with large discrepancies except for 17 June. Multiple sensitivity studies (Table 3) showed that horizontally averaged $h_{WRF}$ remained virtually unchanged with different grid sizes, the lack of soil moisture perturbations, domain depth, or horizontal filtering. However, no sensitivity studies were conducted to determine the potential impact of the $H$ discrepancy by multiplying by the square root of the ratio $\sum_{1300}^{1830} w^{T_0}_{v,obs}/ \sum_{1300}^{1830} w^{T_0}_{v,0,WRF}$. Since ARW-WRF values are hourly, we find the denominator by averaging the sums from 1300–1800 UTC to 1300–1900 UTC. The adjusted CBL depths appear in Fig. 12. From the figure, we see that the adjusted ARW-WRF CBL depths are closer to observed, with the exception of 17 June, for which the observed CBL depth is bracketed by the corrected and uncorrected values.

Assuming that the too-high $H$ is related to too low a $C$ value, would raising $C$ improve CBL depth? At least in the ARW-WRF simulations of Trier et al. (2004), increasing $C$ from 0.1 value to 1.0 improved CBL depth and mixing ratios (S. Trier 2009, personal communication), although they used the Mellor–Yamada–Janjic (MYJ) PBL scheme. Model studies with adjusted $C$ values are needed to answer this question definitively.

### f. Horizontal variability and time trends of $\theta$ and $Q$

Time-averaged 1-km averages of $\Theta$ and $Q$ along the flight track are shown for the 4 days along with corresponding model values in Fig. 13, with time trends of along-leg averages in Figs. 14 and 15. For the grand-average leg (Fig. 13), differences between simulated and observed $\Theta$ and $Q$ are less than 1 K for $\Theta$ and 1 g kg$^{-1}$ for $Q$. Comparison of the input data near the surface suggests the large 30 May $\theta$ bias is at least partially related to too-high values used to initialize ARW-WRF at 1200 UTC, as well as too-high $H$. Likewise, too-high $Q$
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3 Conzemius and Fedorovich (2006) suggest the relationship $\frac{\tilde{w}_{\theta \theta}}{\gamma} \sim \frac{-0.2}{\tilde{w}_{\theta \theta}}$ applies if the shear at PBL top is small. Strassberg et al. (2008) found the shear to be small for the June days, and “small to moderate” for 30 May, with a $z_c$-to-surface flux ratio less than 0.2, so the relationship should apply reasonably well for the 4 days discussed here.
on 20 June could be linked to a high bias at initialization. However, on 30 May, ARW-WRF predicts too low a $Q$ value, in spite of a too-high initial $Q$ near the surface, possibly related to exaggerated CBL growth. Unfortunately, a rigorous comparison requires more data than are available.

In Fig. 13, $\Theta$ shows an east–west gradient for both model and observations, while $Q$ has a variable pattern, with horizontal variability varying from small for 22 June to significant for 30 May in both model and observations. Of the 4 days, the observed $\Theta$ gradient is strongest for 30 May and weakest for 22 June. These two
extremes are consistent with the simulated volumetric soil moisture patterns in Fig. 11, which show strong contrast along and upstream (south) of the flight track on 30 May, but not much change on 22 June. Aircraft observations reveal that a similar $\Theta_\v$ gradient extends through the mixed layer on all 4 days. The source of this gradient will be explored further in Part II.

The $Q$ evolution (Fig. 14) varies from day to day in response to the balance among surface fluxes, entrainment, and horizontal advection. On average, model trends are similar to observed trends in spite of too deep a modeled PBL, partially because of the compensating effect of too-high modeled LE (Table 4). On 20 and 22 June, $Q$ decreases with time, suggesting drying by
entainment of drier air from above the growing CBL dominates. On 17 June and 30 May, observed $Q$ varies little, indicating a near balance. However, $Q$ on 30 May decreases with time along the western half of the flight track, and increases slightly along the eastern half (Fig. 15). Given the dry air above the CBL ($Q = 6 \text{ g kg}^{-1}$; Fig. 10), part of the observed difference is likely related to faster CBL growth to the west (Fig. 9). Remarkably, ARW-WRF produces similar trends after 1800 UTC. Warming rates (Fig. 14) are well replicated for 3 of the 4 days, and exaggerated slightly on 30 May. This is qualitatively consistent with offsetting effects of too-high $H$ (and presumably too-high entrainment flux) being mixed into too deep a CBL.

### g. Cloudiness over the eastern track

To identify cloudiness along the eastern track, we used departures in $R_{\text{net}}$ from its clear-sky sinusoidal pattern at each of the surface sites, and departures from the straight line in plots of LE as a function of $H$ that is typical of ARW-WRF results for clear skies. Figure 16 illustrates the effect of clouds on $H$ and LE in ARW-WRF. While the fluxes show an east–west trend, there are sharp excursions (represented by white points) that do not affect the available energy significantly, so that these points lie along the slope line on the $H$ versus LE plot. These points are associated with land use or soil types that differ from those for the majority of the points (e.g., grassland, silty clay loam). Clouds, however, reduce the available energy $H + LE$ significantly, and produce large excursions from the slope line. Such an abrupt decrease would not be observed, since the small clouds (evident in the satellite images discussed in Part II) would not be continuously present over the 0.5-h flux-averaging time. Similarly, such abrupt changes would be eliminated from the aircraft fluxes by time and space averaging.

For 20 and 22 June, the timing of scattered clouds in model and observations was about the same (Fig. 17), in spite of differences in boundary layer depth. Likewise, the sky remained essentially cloudless in both the observations and simulations during the King Air flights on 30 May. On 17 June, the model failed to produce the observed clouds.

While the modeled slope $\Delta \text{LE}/\Delta H$ is not affected by filtering in cloudless simulations, this is not the case when clouds are present, as illustrated by Fig. 18 (top). In the same way, clouds are probably the reason for the
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**Fig. 15.** As in Fig. 14, but to contrast $Q$ (g kg$^{-1}$) evolution along the east and west portions of the eastern track for 30 May. “Wedge” triangles pointing right and dashed lines indicate horizontally averaged $Q$ along track east of $-96.5^\circ$; wedge triangles pointing left and solid lines indicate horizontally averaged $Q$ along track west of $-96.5^\circ$; closed triangles for Lyman $\alpha$ on the King Air (separate points for each flight leg); open triangles for model.

**Fig. 16.** Determining presence of clouds in ARW-WRF from their effects on the surface fluxes $H$ and LE. Open triangles: points with soil or vegetation different from that typical for the flight track (silty clay loam, grassland). The data here are full resolution; with more than one datum where an observation along the flight track was close to more than one model grid point. In left frame, arrows indicate clouds overhead.
need for a larger than 4-km filter length to obtain a stable slope for the observed fluxes on 22 June (Fig. 18, bottom). In contrast, for nearly-clear sky days like 29 May on the western track (LeMone et al. 2008) and 30 May on the eastern track (LeMone et al. 2007b), the observed slope reaches a stable value with about a 4-km filter. As noted in these two papers, a 4-km filter eliminates most of the effect of flux concentration by CBL-scale eddies (up to 2–3 $z_i$). However, the slope converged more rapidly for the 22 June fluxes from the coupled Noah LSM than for the observations, probably because of fewer clouds in the simulation than observed.

5. Conclusions

Compared to observations along the IHOP_2002 eastern track in southeast Kansas on 4 fair-weather days with southerly winds and nearly clear skies, ARW-WRF replicates the occurrence of cumulus on 3 of the 4 days, as well as the influence of soil moisture on the horizontal variation of $\Theta$ and $Q$, and CBL depth. On the other hand, the model significantly overestimates $H$ and, as a consequence, CBL depth. Furthermore, the horizontal variability in $H$ and LE, which is highly correlated with vegetation patterns through NDVI and $T_s$ (LeMone et al. 2007b), bears little resemblance to that produced by the Noah LSM, and volumetric soil moisture is underestimated.

The Noah LSM provides a consistent picture of an east–west gradient in fluxes along the eastern track associated with moister soils to the east, with $H$ (LE) increasing (decreasing) westward, but not the observed variation, which is associated with land cover. Such behavior contrasts to that observed by Desai et al. (2006), who attributed most of the horizontal variability in buoyancy fluxes along the SGP-97 flight track across Oklahoma and Kansas to soil moisture. It is not surprising that the peaks and valleys in $H$ and LE associated
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**Fig. 17.** Comparison of cloud occurrence in ARW-WRF to clouds detected at the three surface flux sites as a function of time. For ARW-WRF (open circles), each hour was assigned a value of “0” for no clouds along the eastern track, and “1” for one or more points with cloud along the track. For the observations (small, closed circles, connected by lines), each hour at a surface site was assigned “0” for a value corresponding to a clear-sky $R_{\text{net}}$ curve, “0.5” if there was a slight dip from the clear-sky value, or “1” if there was significant departure; and the average for the three surface sites was plotted.
with the horizontal distribution of grasses (green) and winter wheat (senescent by 30 May, harvested by 17 June) were not replicated, since the input land-use data along the track was almost entirely grassland (cf. Figs. 1 and 2).

Mean modeled LE values compared reasonably well with aircraft observations, but modeled $H$ was too high. The $H$ discrepancy could be partially due to too-low precipitation that translated into too-dry soils used in the initialization; but a rerun of the Noah LSM offline with volumetric soil close to observations improved $H$ only slightly while overestimating LE significantly. The $H$ discrepancy probably results primarily from too low a value of the coefficient $C$ in Zilitinkevich’s formulation used in relating the roughness lengths for heat and momentum in the Noah LSM. Our estimates based on observations suggest a $C$ value in the range 0.05–0.3, raising $C$ from its default value of 0.1 to something higher might improve the modeled $\Delta LE/\Delta H$ slope: in LeMone et al. (2008), raising $C$ to 0.5 improved $H$, $T_s$, and $\Delta LE/\Delta H$ to close-to-observed values for the western track for 29 May 2002.

A simple calculation suggests the overprediction of the modeled CBL depth $h_{\text{WRF}}$ is related to the overestimate of $H$. If we attribute the high $H$ to too low a value of $C$, this is consistent with the results of Trier et al. (2004), who found improved $h_{\text{WRF}}$ when $C$ was increased from 0.1 to 1.0 in their ARW-WRF simulations using the MYJ PBL scheme (S. Trier 2009, personal communication). Moreover, multiple sensitivity tests revealed that CBL depth was not affected by grid size, or the absence of soil moisture or $T_s$ perturbations.

The discrepancies between observed and modeled $H$ and LE change with time. Most remarkably, $H$ is strongly negative at 2400 UTC for the offline Noah LSM runs, a function of a half-hour time shift in input solar radiation. This behavior was reported for the western track in LeMone et al. (2008).

Modeled horizontal trends in $\Theta$ and $Q$ were reasonably reproduced; but the average magnitudes differed by values up to 1 K and 1 g kg$^{-1}$. Some magnitude discrepancies can be traced to biases in initial conditions (the model was initialized only 5 h before the beginning of the comparison time) or the overestimate of CBL depth. However, the too-deep CBL allowed dilution of the heat and moisture accumulation associated with too-high surface fluxes and engulfment of too much warm, dry air from above to keep the trends in $\Theta$ and $Q$ similar.

Taken together, the results of this work indicate two needed next steps in the use of LSMs in ARW-WRF. First, (specific to the Noah LSM), this paper adds to the accumulating evidence that adjustment of the Zilitinkevich coefficient will improve surface fluxes. However, the work of Chen and Zhang (2009) indicates that the needed $C$ adjustments vary with land cover. Once this dependence is worked out, ARW-WRF runs can be made incorporating this new option. Second, because of the sharply contrasting timing of the life cycles of grassland and winter wheat (and presumably other vegetation as well), simply not accounting for the minority land cover in grid boxes introduces significant error over the region investigated. This problem can be dealt with in a straightforward way by allowing for more than one land-cover type in each grid cell and averaging the derived properties that interact with the atmosphere. Once these steps are completed, we can focus more closely on the behavior of the PBL schemes and their shortcomings.
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